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A Message from the Chief 

Greetings Wagion! 

 

It has been a very good start to the lodge year as we’ve already 
had three events in just a short couple of months. In February, our Annual 
Lodge Banquet was held at Mount Pleasant High School which was an 
amazing event with great food, fun activities, and a large turnout. In the 
past few weeks, we also had our April Service Weekend and our Cub 
Scout Spring Nature Walk. Both events went very well thanks to the hard 
work from our LEC and lodge members.  

 

In just a short couple of weeks, we will have our June Service Weekend 
up at camp from June 7-9. Registration ends on June 2nd at midnight. 
Remember to register on the Wagion website or follow the link from our 
social media. If you are a Silver Arrowman, we ask that you please 
register with the link for this event as we need accurate numbers to add to 
our food count. The cost of the event for everyone is $25 and if you have 
not paid your dues yet, the cost of lodge dues is also $25.  

 

I also would like to recognize that there are going to be new members 
joining our lodge as we induct new Ordeals every weekend. Whenever 
we, as members, took our Ordeals, it certainly made a lasting impact on 
all of us, so please help make this event as memorable for the new 
members as it was for you. This doesn’t need to be much but, by having a 
simple conversation with an Ordeal, attending ceremonies, or even 
working with an Ordeal crew, we can make it a great experience for those 
entering our lodge. Thank you all for your help throughout the year, I am 
looking forward to seeing you all in June, and Rock On, Wagion! 

 

WWW, 
Matthew Dalton 
2024 Lodge Chief 
 
 
"To handle yourself, use your head; to handle others, use your heart."  
 -Eleanor Roosevelt 

A Christmas Miracle of Leadership! 
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Program Vice Chief - Brian Broadwater 

Administrative Vice Chief - Angela Henry 
Hello Wagion! 

 

‘Tis the season for service and celebration as we come together to wish Conestoga a 

Happy 75th Birthday! I hope that you had a great time at our April Service Weekend; 

I know I did. We got lots done up at camp, and we’re all one step closer to welcoming 

hundreds of youth into our camp this summer. Next up is our “Christmas in June” 

service weekend, and this is your chance to come up and give back to your 

camp. There’s tons of service, activities, and fellowship planned, and it wouldn’t be the 

same without you! Don’t forget your health forms if you haven’t turned them in yet! I’ll 

see you all in June.  

 

In Service, 

Angela Henry 

Greetings Wagion! 

 

I’m happy to say that we had an extremely successful April Service Weekend. Our next 

major event is the June Weekend. This year, our theme is Christmas, and we are very 

excited. There will be a lot of fun things to do this weekend as well as many great service 

projects. I ask that you all attend and spread the word about this weekend to your troops 

and encourage any lodge members to attend. If you don’t attend, you might end up on the 

naughty list! As always, if anyone is interested in joining a committee, there are plenty 

of awesome committees that would love to have you. The Program Division is always 

looking for new members to help and run activities, be an Elangomat, or even be a part of 

ceremonies. If you want to join a committee or help out at the weekend, please contact 

any of the officers or chairmen. Thanks, and Carry on Wagion!   

 

In Service, 

Brian Broadwater 

What do you call a broke Santa? Saint Nickel-less  
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Secretary - Carl Schaefer 
Hello Wagion! 

 

We had a great time at the April Weekend. From service to fellowship, and all else in-

between, I believe it was a great start to our year as the first service weekend. Now, we are 

looking forward to June. From the communications side of things, we are still looking for 

interested members to fill up our Promotions Committee. This committee is tasked with 

developing promotional materials for both online and in-person distribution, so if you have 

confidence in graphic design (or want to learn), this committee might be right for you. In 

addition, for LEC members, we would like to see more content on the website. If you would 

like to receive website access to communicate any updates and/or needs from your 

committees, feel free to reach out. Other than that, be sure to register for the June Weekend. 

Carry on, Wagion!  

 

In Service, 

Carl Schaefer 

Treasurer - Alena Seder 

Greetings Wagion! 

 
I hope everyone who came out to the April Weekend had a great time. We had great 
food and activities for everyone. I am super excited to see everyone back at the June 
Weekend.  

A quick reminder for everyone, when you come to the weekend please make sure to 

check in with membership either Friday night or sometime during one of the meals.  

 

Carry on, 

Alena Seder 

What nationality is Santa Claus? North Polish.  

CONTRIBUTE TO THE T-BIRD! 

You may notice that this T-Bird is a bit shorter than usual. While it still has a lot of great information in it, 
getting enough content to fill the pages is hard. That is why I challenge everyone who is reading this article to 
contribute to the T-Bird and be bold in giving back to your lodge. 
 
A perfect example of this is our brand new Opinion Column found on pages 8 and 9. Be like Jayden and Ross 
and take a little time to make great, fun content that brings us together! This contribution does not go unnoticed, 
and the Communications Committee is hard at work looking to find some way to say thank you to all who are 
going out of there way to create great content for what most call our most important form of communication. 
 
Contribute! Contribute! Contribute! 
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Leadership Development Committee - Jayden Mattis 

Future Leaders, 
 
I hope you are all having an amazing start to your summer. The Leadership Development 
Committee is here to provide you with any assistance you would like by offering 
training opportunities and opportunities to get more involved in the lodge. This September, 
Wagion is looking to send a crew to the National Leadership Seminar. If you are interested in 
attending and are looking to broaden your skills, please reach out to Matt Dalton or 
myself. If you are looking to get more involved in the lodge, please let me know, and we can 
figure out where your skills and knowledge can best be put to use. Thank you for all you do 
for Wagion!  
 
Carry On, 
Jayden Mattis 

Activities Committee - Jayden Mattis  
Happy Holidays Wagion, 
 
Now you may be asking why some weird chairman is wishing you 
happy holidays in the middle of May/June, but that's because Wagion 
is celebrating Christmas in June! Get in your holiday spirit, and join 
us at Camp Conestoga. We’ll have many activities like sled riding, 
Christmas ornament decorating, a campsite decorating competition, 
and much, much more. Make sure you end up on the nice list by 
signing up for this amazing weekend. Will the Grinch make an 
appearance? Be there to find out! Make sure to be on the lookout on 
the website and social media for more information regarding 
activities and competitions. I look forward to seeing you all there!   
 
In WWW, 
Jayden Mattis 

Communications Committee - Thomas Kopasko 
Wagion, 
 
Thank you for your help in submitting articles and getting them in when asked. The Communications 
Committee appreciates each and every one of your contributions, and your help keeping the lodge 
informed and excited for upcoming events does not go unnoticed! 
 
As shared in previous issues, the competition for the best content submission is still running, and I 
encourage you all to do your part and submit something of value to the T-Bird Times past your 
immediate duties. 
 
Yours in Service, 
Thomas Kopasko 

What did Santa sing when he went down the chimney? “Chestnuts roasting on an open fire..."  
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Camp Conestoga 75th Anniversary Committee - Daniel Pickles Sosko 
Wagion,  
 
I would like to thank everyone for all the help at Conestoga's 75th camporee. We 
were able to make it a great success. It was great to see so many people in camp, 
especially those who haven't been around recently.  
 
In Service, 
Daniel Sosko 

Brotherhood Committee - Jack Knopsnider 
Greetings Wagion,  
 
We had a great time at the April Weekend! I want to send congratulations to the 17 members that took 
their Brotherhood. While talking to the members that were taking their Brotherhood, I discovered that there were 
problems with communication for some members. Some members received a physical letter or an email, but a 
few did not receive anything regarding Brotherhood. We are working on resolving the issue, and letters and 
emails will be sent out again. If you do not receive anything, please let me know. To end, if you or someone you 
know are eligible to take their Brotherhood, please come out to the June Weekend and encourage fellow 
members to seal their membership.   
 
Carry on,  
Jack Knopsnider 

NOAC Committee - Logan Depta 

Wagion, 
 
There will be a mandatory NOAC meeting 
for all contingent members at the June 
Weekend.   
 
Go Buccos, 
Logan Depta 

Unit Elections Committee - Jack Jeffries 

Greetings Wagion, 
 
I would like to personally thank everyone who helped with elections this year. However, I would also like to 
thank everyone that made sure their troops had elections. It is an important step that brings new members into the 
Order. Also, this year is Conestoga's 75th Anniversary and Wagion recently had its 100th Anniversary. Ensuring 
our troops have an election will keep both Wagion and Conestoga strong for many years to come. 
 
Carry on, Wagion, 
Jack Jeffries 
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Conclave Committee - Christian Snouffer 
Wagion, 
 
I am looking forward to having a great Conclave during the June weekend. If you have registered for Conclave come 
see me after the LEC in the OA building so you can be given specific directions on what to do, also look out for an 
email a week before Conclave from me to give directions on what to bring and not to bring to Conclave. If you have 
any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me.  
 
Carry on, 
Christian Snouffer 

Finance - Alan Methven 
Hello from the Trading Post! 
 
We had a good time at the April Weekend. We are working on some brand new items, so come and see us in June. 
As always, if you’re interested in working the Trading Post or have any exciting ideas for merchandise, please contact 
me using the LEC contact information.  
 
In Service, 
Alan Methven 

Cub Relations Committee - Ben Hollerman 
Wagion, 
 
As I'm writing this, I am reflecting back on another successful Spring Nature Walk. Despite the weather not 
cooperating, we had over 100 Cub Scouts and family members attend with a fun time had by all. It's always a 
successful event when the cubs are sent home exhausted. ;-) 

I would like to thank the numerous Wagion members who made it possible, whether by promoting the event to 
their local cub packs or by volunteering during the event. The event would not be possible without your help!  

Finally, I would like to thank the people and organizations that were able to put on the events. Shout out to the 
Army Corps of Engineers at Yough Lake, the Laurel Highlands Model Airplane Group, as well as Ken Koncerack, 
Clark Guy, Mike Stafford, Frank Maykuth, and the Kifers for helping out by leading stations. 

And remember, May the Fourth be with you! 
 
In Service, 
Ben Hollerman 
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Vigil Honor Committee - Thomas Kopasko 
Greetings Wagion! 
 
It was a pleasure to spend time with all of you at the April Weekend. I really enjoyed seeing so many faces that were 
happy to be back up to camp. 
 
Thank you to all the Vigil Honor members who came to the nomination forum on Sunday and participated. We had a 
great turnout, and almost all of the youth Vigil members attended which was a great feat. At this time, we have 
nominated our Vigil Class of 2024! I am so excited to recognize these truly deserving members of our lodge during the 
August Weekend, and have much preparation to do in order to make their experience a great and memorable one. I hope 
to see each and all of you at the June Weekend. Thank you! 
 
In WWW, 
Thomas Kopasko 

Membership - Landyn Queer 
Wagion, 
 
Christmas is upon us in the lodge and so is paying your membership dues. Arrowmen, we need your help, so please 
consider joining a committee. If not the Membership Committee, there are so many opportunities for you to get 
involved. Please see a chairmen and get involved today! I Can't wait to enjoy the next weekend of fellowship and 
service with all of you.   
 
WWW, 
Landyn Queer 

First Aid - Gabe Tenney 
Wagion, 
 
Thank you to everyone who came out to the April Weekend. If you are interested in joining the 
First Aid Committee please see Gabe Tenney or Mary in the Health Office. Stay safe, and stay 
hydrated. 
 
In Service, 
Gabe Tenney 

Web Tech - Hunter Dumnich 
Greetings Wagion, 
 
I am looking forward to a great June Weekend. If you have any suggestions for the website, please reach out to me via 
email or find me at a weekend. 
 
In WWW, 
Hunter Dumnich 
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NEW! Opinion Column 
In This Edition: Wagion’s Best Campsite 

 

 For 75 years now, Scouts have made the annual journey to Camp Conestoga to enjoy the majesty of our 
beautiful camp. Generations of Scouts have bonded over swimming in the same pool, boating in the same lake, 
and eating in the same Dining Hall. While we all bond over these shared experiences, we don’t all bond over 
one important aspect: our respective campsites. There has been no shortage of fierce debate surrounding 
Conestoga’s best campsite but only one can be crowned the winner. Fortunately, we will be providing a 
definitive and unimpeachable ranking of all of Conestoga’s campsites.  

Ross’ Take 

 Most locations in the grove can be immediately ruled out. They are only close to Nature and have a long 
walk to all other areas. My apologies to Kit Carson, Delaware, Bill Cody, Nemacolin, Davey Crockett, and 
Paiute for occupying the lowest tier in our rankings. Paiute is the only non-grove campsite in this tier due to its 
isolation at the top of the hill. Seneca and Davey Crockett avoid the lowest tier because they are lakefront 
property. It’s tough to beat that view.  

 The further up the hill you go the less viable the campsites become; each one suffers from its distance to 
all locations except for Pathfinder. Shawnee and Catawba follow Paiute in close succession for this exact 
reason. Moving down the hill, we have Iroquois, Lenape, and Mohawk. There are few notes about these 
campsites as they don’t offer noticeable pros or cons. The same goes for Dan Beard and Seton which round out 
Tier 3. Coming to the bottom of the hill, Blackhawk gets lumped into our second highest tier along with 
Colonel Bowie. 

 Our tiers so far: Tier 4: Kit Carson, Delaware, Bill Cody, Nemacolin, and Paiute. Tier 3: Seneca, Davey 
Crockett, Shawnee, Catawba, Iroquois, Lenape, Dan Beard, Seton, Mohawk Tier 2: Colonel Bowie, 
Blackhawk 

 This brings us to our final tier featuring only two campsites: our runner-up Chief West and our 
winner Guyasuta. Each of these locations is centrally located with very few disadvantages. They both feature 
proximity to the pool, the lake, Scoutcraft, Handicraft, COPE, and the Dining Hall. They also have access to 
Fisherman’s Trail for deceptively short trips to the shooting ranges and Hagan’s Chapel. Guyasuta takes the 
win for its flat and vast layout, its spaciousness, and of course, the gorgeous view. 

Wherever your campsite falls on this list we can all agree that camping at Conestoga makes us all winners.  
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NEW! Opinion Column 
In This Edition: Wagion’s Best Campsite 

 

 For 75 years now, Scouts have made the annual journey to Camp Conestoga to enjoy the majesty of our 
beautiful camp. Generations of Scouts have bonded over swimming in the same pool, boating in the same lake, 
and eating in the same Dining Hall. While we all bond over these shared experiences, we don’t all bond over 
one important aspect: our respective campsites. There has been no shortage of fierce debate surrounding 
Conestoga’s best campsite but only one can be crowned the winner. Fortunately, we will be providing a 
definitive and unimpeachable ranking of all of Conestoga’s campsites.  

Jayden’s Take 

  It is difficult to rank the campsites of Camp Conestoga when Scouters have made memories in every site 
for many decades before us; however, I know that Scouts, just like George Strait, love some ocean front 
property. For this reason, Seneca, Davey Crockett, and Colonel Bowie all rank in the top three spots in that 
order. All of these sites allow campers to enjoy the scenery of Ruth Rhoda lake and the surrounding program 
areas. Just because the grove holds the top spots on our tier list doesn't mean it's flawless. I would have to say 
that Nemacolin claims the lowest rank in our tier list due to its isolation, over-abundance of pine trees, 
muddiness, and distance from a showerhouse. The remaining grove campsites would occupy the bottom half of 
our tier list.  
 
     Next we'll move onto the valley. Chief West would have to be my favorite site of these campsites, placing it 
in the fourth position on our list. Guyasuta follows suit, making it number five. Both Chief West and Guyausta 
are near the center of camp and offer quick access to almost all program areas. I give Chief West the higher 
ranking because it is better sheltered from the stormy winds that often blow through Conestoga. Seton and Dan 
Beard fill the lower-middle portion of the tier list.  
 
     Now we discuss our final area: the hill. On the contrary to what many believe, I would place the hill 
campsites in the middle of our list. Most of the sites have relatively the same pros and cons. They are all easy 
to access by vehicle if needed and don't get overly muddy after heavy rain. These campsites are all near the hill 
showerhouse. They also are surrounded by fields that are often filled with the laughter and cheers of units 
playing a game of kickball, football, freeze-tag, etc. My order for the hill sites from top to bottom would be 
Iroquois, Blackhawk, Catawba, Shawnee, Mohawk, and then Lenape. The only site that particularly stands out 
amongst the other hill sites is Paiute. This site is extremely far from the Nature and Scoutcraft program areas. 
Unless you have legs of iron, Paiute has to occupy the second lowest rank in our tier list.  
 
     Do you agree with my list or do you think I need to view Camp Conestoga through a different lens? Let me 
know at the next lodge event! 
 

Do you agree with these opinions? 

Think you have a better one? Submit 

an article to the T-Bird for the next 

edition of Wagion’s new Opinion 

Column! 
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A look at April 

A wild Tom Vater seen 
here in his natural 

habitat. Do not provoke 
him while he is taking 

pictures! 

Friday 
Night LEC 
Meeting. 
What a 
time! 

When not giving the Adrian Horvath 
memorial report, Daniel can be seen 
taking a few needed minutes of rest 
before getting back to his mission of 
recruiting the entire lodge to work for 

the kitchen. 

Ceremonies 

After his stint as 
Chief of our 

Lodge, Jayden 
has stepped 

down to the role 
of Wagion’s 

Princess, 
diplomat to the 
kingdom. He 
may even be 

married off to 
Allohawk to 

keep relations 
good . . . 

Ana, the great new advisor to the Commissary Committee seen 
here with Ross who is staring at the camera with the force of 

1000 waterfalls. 
Our Lodge Advisor tends to “ham it up” 

A 
C 
T 
I 
V 
I 
T 
I 
E 
S 

Best food in the whole OA! 
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A look at April Weekend 

Seen in this candid photo is Robert holding a nail gun. When away from the academic life, 
Robert can be seen up on a roof at camp nearly all day. He tends to have a love hate 

relationship with the roof . . . It may wear him down and leave his skin bare, yet he comes 
back over and over in the hopes of conquering each roof until he becomes an all powerful 

supernatural being. But for now, this nail gun gives him the power of a slightly smaller than 
average man with a nail gun.. Bravo Robbie. 

The elusive Bob 
Frye. Many 
have tried to 

catch this 
mystical 
creature. 

Thanks to the Finance Committee for all the great 
merch!! 

In a prior life, Chuck starred in the live action adaption of 
Goldilocks, playing papa bear. He has now chosen to stay out 

of the spotlight and can be found hidden away in the 
maintenance shed. 

A warm welcome to all of the new Ordeals! You are the future of this 
lodge and we look forward to seeing you at many weekends to come! 

Fun Fact! 
Bill loves ice cream 

with a passion. 
Never try to take his 

ice cream away. 

In the wild, Zach tends to 
be King of the Jungle, 

taking shingles to town! 

Thank you to the 
Activities Committee 
for lots of fun! Seen 
to the left, Dan uses 
the egg drop as an 
existential way to 
contemplate the 

fragility of the world 
through the lens of 
the past while Ross 

thinks to himself 
“Wow, I’m holding 

an egg!”  
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Christmas Crossword 

Across: 

2. cylinder of wax with a wick 

5. I’m dreaming of a … Christmas 

6. Christmas songs 

7.where Jesus was put in when he was born 

9. one of the three gifts 

10. Claus 

13. paper tube that goes BANG! at Christmas 

14. sparkly decoration put around the tree 

15. the 3 wise ... 

17. you put at the top of a Christmas tree 

22. Santa’s little helpers 

23. where Father Christmas lives 

25. small object put on a Christmas tree 

27. town with no room at the inn 

30. a bright point in the night sky 

31. husband of Mary 

34. person who believe in Christianity 

 

Down (cont.): 

9. Christmas kissing plant 

10. person who looks after sheep 

11. a gift under the Christmas tree 

12. Christmas color 

16. the mother of Jesus 

18. rings out from churches 

19. decoration often put on the door 

20. way Father Christmas enters a house 

21. … to the world 

24. December 24 Christmas ... 

Complete this Crossword and 

bring the correct answers to the 

weekend for free candy! 
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Merit Badge Word Search 

This Crossword contains every current merit badge found in the 2024 Scouting program. Thomas Kopasko will have 

candy at the June Weekend for all who participate! Bring 16 found badges for a piece of candy. Bring 66 for even 

more. And if you find all of the merit badges, win a special large prize at the June Weekend! 



 

Westmoreland-Fayette Council, Inc. 

Boy Scouts of America 

2 Garden Center Drive 

Greensburg, PA 15601-1393 
WAGION LODGE #6 

THE T-BIRD TIMES 

The T-Bird Times is the official newsletter of 

Wagion Lodge 6 of the Westmoreland-Fayette 

Council. The publication of the T-Bird Times has 

been a tradition in the Lodge since 1964. This 

newsletter is made by Arrowmen, for Arrowmen. 

Thank you for your underlying and unconditional 

support of this publication, our great lodge, and 

our proud heritage and tradition. 

Medical Forms Reminder: 

Remember to bring a Copy of your Medical 

Form (Parts A and B only) to ALL Lodge 

Events! 
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